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Letter of Support:
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Introduction and Overview:
Summary
During the 2020-2021 Academic Year, the
Marshall Residence Hall Association (RHA) and
Marshall National Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH) orchestrated a sustainability program
with the goal of creating a University Thrift
Store to benefit the student population and
address student needs. The Marshall Thrift
Store is a joint project between Marshall
University Housing and Residence Life and the
Marshall University Sustainability
Department. In order to stock the Marshall
Thrift Store, the Green Move Out initiative
was created. Green Move Out is a donation
drive where students living in the Marshall
Residence Halls have the chance to donate
unwanted or unused items that will stock the
Marshall Thrift Store. This bid for Program of
the Year encompasses a detailed view of the
contributions of Marshall University’s Housing
and Residence Life-based student
organizations (RHA and NRHH) to benefit this
large scale, campus-wide program.
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Introduction and Overview: Program
Origination

Before this program existed, Marshall University Housing and Residence
Life had partnered with Goodwill for a collection drive. In this
partnership, Marshall University Housing and Residence Life would
organize collection bins in each of the nine residence halls (Buskirk Hall,
First Year Residence Hall North, First Year Residence Hall South,
Haymaker Hall,Twin Towers East, Twin Towers West, Wellman Hall,
Gibson Hall and Willis Hall) where students could donate items at the end
of the year. Students would primarily donate items such as clothes,
cleaning supplies, food, and other home goods. Once all the students had
moved out of the residence halls, the items would be sorted by Housing
Professional Staff and then sent off to Goodwill to be donated.
Realizing the success of the donation collections and the type of impact
those donations could have on the Marshall University students, the idea
of creating an in-house collection and disbursement system was created
as a joint venture between Marshall University Housing and Residence
Life and the Marshall Sustainability Department. This venture resulted in
the creation of the Marshall Thrift Store and Marshall Green Move Out,
which is the primary focus of this bid for Program of the Year. Now
instead of the donation collections going to a third party, the collections
will stay in-house and directly benefit Marshall students.
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Introduction and Overview:
Educational Component:
The main educational component of the program has to do
with sustainability. Cambridge Dictionary defines
sustainability as, “The quality of causing little or no damage
to the environment and therefore able to continue for a long
time.” In summary, sustainability means helping the
environment by making sure everything that is used is
meaningful, purposeful, and can last a long time. In a society
that has much waste, and with the growing environmental
concerns like global warming looming overhead at all times,
it is important that everything consumed has that meaning,
purpose, and durability. The Green Move Out initiative and
the Marshall Thrift Store Program both have sustainability
at their core. The purpose of Green Move Out is to make
sure that a product or item is being used rather than thrown
in the trash. These donations bins are a great alternative for
people to use to cut down on the waste in society because
they will continue to be used in their proper function
without having to make any alterations. And the Marshall
Thrift Store gives people that chance to receive those items
at a heavily discounted cost or free price point meaning that
item is going to someone in need who will utilize it correctly.
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While sustainability may be the over-arching educational
component of the program, the students involved in the
planning and implementation of the program will also
receive important life skills to benefit them. Most of the
students involved with the planning and implementation of
the program are either involved with Marshall Residence
Hall Association (RHA), Marshall National Residence Hall
Honorary (NRHH), or a sustainability focused program in the
Marshall Sustainability Department. Those involved will not
only learn about sustainability, but also how to successfully
put on a campus wide program that will hopefully last well
beyond their time at Marshall. With everything that
organizing a campus wide program entail–marketing,
communication, professionalism, decision making, problem
solving–these skills will help prepare the students involved
for life after college.

Introduction and Overview:
Audience and Goals
In general, the target audience of the program are the
students at Marshall University since they are the ones
that can directly benefit from the program. However,
the target audience can further be categorized by the
different elements of the program. When it comes to
the collection of items during Green Move Out, the
target audience are the students moving out of the
residence halls with unwanted/unused items. However,
any student that lives in the residence halls will be able
to make a donation. When it comes to the target
audience of the Marshall Thrift Store, it is students who
may be socially or economically disadvantaged and do
not have the funds to purchase items they need for
school. However, the Marshall Thrift Store will be open
to all students at Marshall University to ensure that
every student, regardless of their background, has an
equal and equitable opportunity to items in the
Marshall Thrift Store.
The different goals of the program are as follows:
To establish Green Move Out, an event that takes place at the
end of every semester in each Residence Hall to collect items to
be donated to the Marshall Thrift Store.
To establish the Marshall Thrift Store, a brick-and-mortar store
where Marshall students can come and get items that are either
free or at a severely discounted price.
The different objectives of the program are as follows:
The funds collected by the Marshall Thrift Store given to
Marshall University Housing and Residence Life will be put back
into the Student Leadership account, which benefits both the
Marshall University Residence Hall Association (RHA) and
Marshall University National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH).
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The continuation of these programs each semester/year.

Introduction and Overview:
Student Needs
Marshall University is located in Huntington, West
Virginia, and for all of the great things that Huntington
has to offer to a Marshall student, like most cities in
Appalachia, it has fallen on hard times. With most of
Marshall’s students coming from West Virginia and in and
around the Huntington area–according to the Marshall
University website, roughly 80% of the students at
Marshall come from a West Virgina High School–it is
important to realize that many students coming into
college may not have all of the resources necessary to
help make them the best possible college student they can
be. Supporting student’s and student success was one of
the biggest reasons why this program was created. While
the donations that were given to Goodwill had a purpose
and made an impact on the Huntington community, Green
Move Out and the Marshall Thrift Store will directly
benefit and address the socio-economical needs of many
students enrolling at Marshall University by giving them a
local, safe, and affordable place to gain necessary items
for success.
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Planning and Implementation:
Program Basics (1 of 3)

This program is a far-reaching program that will reach the entire campus,
will be a continuous program throughout the school year, and will be a
larger program than anything else Marshall Residence Hall Association
(RHA) or Marshall National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH) has ever
attempted. With this in mind, it is important to understand the basic
information of the program.
Who: Marshall University Housing and Residence Life entered a joint
venture with the Marshall Sustainability Department to establish Green
Move Out and the Marshall Thrift Store. Within these separate
departments there are separate stakeholders involved. Within Marshall
Housing and Residence Life, the stakeholders dealing with the initiative
the most on a day-to-day basis are Assistant Director for Academic
Initiatives Sarah-Frances Lyon, Graduate Assistant for Student Leadership
Vincent Limon, and the members of both Marshall RHA and Marshall
NRHH. However, almost all of the University Housing and Residence Life
staff, ranging from Campus Service Workers, Maintenance professionals,
Directors, Associate Directors, Area Coordinators, Assistant Area
Coordinators, Resident Assistants, and Housing Support Staff all
contributed in some fashion in the planning and implementation of the
program. Within Marshall Sustainability Department, the lead person
involved is Sustainability Manager Amy Parsons-White. Other office staff
and student organizations involved with Marshall Sustainability also
contributed to the planning and implementation of the program.
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Planning and Implementation:
Program Basics (2 of 3)
What: The program will consist of two separate elements. The first part is
Green Move Out. Green Move Out is the process of getting donations from
the departing residents to be put in the Marshall Thrift Store. Green Move
Out includes the advertisement of what Green Move Out is, the decorating
of signs, the creation of a flyer, the collection of items to be donated, and
the transportation of donated items to a central location for inventory. The
second part of the program is the Marshall Thrift Store, which is a new inhouse thrift store benefiting the students of Marshall. Marshall students
will be able to purchase for a small amount of receive for free supplies for
school, clothes, home decorations, and home goods. The Thrift Store will be
open at the beginning of the semester and open at different times
throughout the year.
Why: This initiative was created through the realization of what a Thrift
Store could mean to the students of Marshall. It was thought that many
student needs related to social or economic inequality and inequity could
be addressed by having an on campus and in house Thrift Store operate to
benefit of Marshall students. Marshall Housing and Residence Life already
organized an end of year donation collection drive in the past for Goodwill,
but instead of giving these donations to an outside supplier and not
knowing what happened to them after the donation–were the donations
being properly utilized, how much of the donations were being used, were
they going to the right target groups–caused the creation of a Marshall
Thrift Store where we would know what would happen to the donations and
ensure they are being put to good use.
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Planning and Implementation:
Program Basics (3 of 3)
When: Green Move Out began on April 19, 2021. This is because
all of the Community Floor Meetings that talked about what
Green Move Out is took place the night before on April 18, 2021.
Since Move Out at Marshall is not a set date, we wanted to begin
Green Move Out to ensure that every student had a chance to
make a donation. Green Move Out ends after all of the students
have moved out of the Residence Hall for the academic
semester. From that point on, the focus transitions to the
Marshall Thrift Store. Most of the 2021 was dedicated to the setup of the Marshall Thrift Store to ensure an opening at the
beginning of the Fall 2021 semester. The Marshall Thrift Store
had a soft opening during the 2021 Week of Welcome (WOW)
Week before the semester began and had a grand opening once
the Fall 2021 semester began.
Where: Green Move Out occurred in each of the nine Residence
Halls across the Marshall University campus. Each lobby was
given a collection bin to collect items starting in late April. The
bins were checked daily and were moved once they were filled.
The Marshall Thrift Store operates out of a brick-and-mortar
store located on campus in a previously un-used building owned
by the University.
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How: Through the hard work and commitment of those involved
in the program, the program may be a large undertaking but it is
one everyone strongly believes in. This program was made a
priority by all of the different stakeholders involved, highlighted
by the strong commitment that the Student Leadership
organizations within Marshall Housing and Residence Life took
to complete the project. The planning of the event took up
almost a month’s work by both Marshall RHA and Marshall
NRHH. Through these meetings, a plan of action was created on
how to best proceed with Green Move Out and Marshall Thrift
Store that has been highlighted in this section.

Planning and Implementation:
Student Involvement (1 of 2)
The Marshall Thrift Store idea was a joint idea between two separate departments at
Marshall University; Housing and Residence Life and the Sustainability Department. From
the Housing perspective, the student leadership organizations have been involved from
the start. At the beginning of the Fall 2020 semester, participation in the Marshall Thrift
Store project was made the annual service activity by Marshall National Residence Hall
Honorary (NRHH). Marshall NRHH traditionally engages in one service activity per
semester and given the time frame of the event, the Marshall Thrift Store was made the
service activity for the second semester (Spring 2021). Originally, the idea of the Thrift
Store was going to remain only a Marshall NRHH initiative and Marshall Residence Hall
Association (RHA) was not going to participate in the project. However, at a meeting at the
beginning of the Spring 2021 semester, Marshall RHA was interested in running a clothing
drive to benefit the students of Marshall. Given the close nature of what that program
would entail, Marshall RHA was eventually added into the Marshall Thrift Store project.
Students in both Marshall RHA and Marshall NRHH dedicated a significant amount of their
time during the Spring 2021 towards the Green Move Out program to benefit the Thrift
Store. The students of Marshall RHA and Marshall NRHH were the main organizers and
workers for Green Move Out. After having an initial meeting between Housing Professional
Staff, Marshall RHA, and Marshall NRHH in March, the students were broken into
committees and each given a specific responsibility to manage the Green Move Out. The
specific committees were the Timeline Committee, which focused on creating a schedule
to outline the Green Move Out process that would be followed throughout the duration of
the event, the COVID Committee, which focused on making sure that the Green Move Out
was a safe activity and did research into what specific actions would have to be taken to
sanitize items, the Tabling Committee, which explored potential tabling opportunities to
advertise the project, and the Marketing Committee, which created the flyer advertising
the Green Move Out and the Marshall Thrift Store, helped with the language that would be
included in the Community Closing Floor Meetings, and helped market this activity to
other student organizations around campus. Each committee consisted of members from
both Marshall NRHH and Marshall RHA, including at least 4 members each.
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Planning and Implementation:
Student Involvement (2 of 2)

Marshall RHA and Marshall NRHH students were also the primary
coordinators of the collection bins. Each member was assigned a different
Residence Hall and had to check the donation bin daily to ensure that the
space was clean and ready to accept donations. These students were also
responsible for transporting the bins full of donations to one of the four
designated spaces around campus (one in the First Year Residence Hall
Movie Theater Room, one in the Harless Media Center, one in the Twin
Towers West Classroom, and one in our Student Leadership Office. Each of
these spaces were strategically picked by the students to ensure that there
was ample storage space, limited travel time with the carts across no roads,
and other students would not be utilizing them during the time period.
The Marshall Thrift Store also has a lot of student involvement, particularly
in the set-up and organization of the items in the store. When all of the
donations had been collected, there at least 30 move in carts of items that
had been donated. All of these carts had to be emptied and the items had to
be sorted, inventoried, and organized throughout the store, which was
another venture that was primarily done by students involved with Marshall
RHA/Marshall NRHH or student organizations within the Marshall
Sustainability Department. Specifically, Marshall RHA devoted time over the
summer during our 2021 NACURH Conference On-Campus Retreat from June
24, 2021 through June 29, 2021 to going to the Marshall Thrift Store and
helping to organize the store in preparation for the opening. Additionally,
both at the soft opening and the grand opening of the Marshall Thrift Store,
Marshall RHA and Marshall NRHH had a strong student presence helping
facilitate the day.
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Planning and Implementation:
Marketing
The program was marketed in a multitude of ways. Students living in the Residence Hall were
notified of the Green Move Out via the Closing Floor Meetings conducted by their Resident
Assistants (RA) roughly one month prior to move out beginning. The following week after these
meetings, the collection bins for donations were put out in each of the Residence Halls. Each of
these collection locations were decorated with a large sign advertising the Green Move Out and
included a flyer with information on Green Move Out and the Marshall Thrift Store. In addition to
this, the members of Marshall Residence Hall Association (RHA) and Marshall National Residence
Hall Honorary (NRHH) where spreading the Green Move Out program via word of mouth and
interactions with people on their floors and throughout their residential community.

The Marshall Thrift Store was a brand-new addition to campus, so more attention was paid to
marketing it. The Marshall Thrift Store was talked about in the Closing Floor Meetings hosted by
every Resident Assistant across campus; this was the first interaction with the Thrift Store that
any student on campus could have had unless they were involved with the creation of it. The
Marshall Thrift Store would also be included on informational flyers that were created and placed
next to the donation collection bins.
When it came to the opening of the Marshall Thrift Store, there was a soft opening during
Marshall’s Week of Welcome, commonly called WOW Week at Marshall. WOW Week is the week
before classes start where all of the new first year students arrive early on campus to engage with
the Marshall community. Traditionally, WOW Week includes the move in, attending a mandatory
First Year Seminar Class that lasts for half of the semester, program specific information sessions
for students, resource fairs, and student organization recruitment through our annual REC Fest.
This year, the soft opening of the Marshall Thrift Store was included in the official WOW Week
itinerary which every first-year student at Marshall was given during their orientation.
Additionally, Marshall University Housing and Residence Life uses a software entitled Roompact.
Roompact, among other things, allows the Housing staff to send out messages to the entire oncampus population. For both the soft opening and the grand opening, Roompact emails were sent
to the students notifying them of the date, time, and location of the Marshall Thrift Store soft
opening and grand opening. Roompact has continued to be utilized by Housing staff to
communicate updates about the Marshall Thrift Store, and every week, it is included in the oncampus activity update to let students know if it is open or not.
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Planning and Implementation:
Resources

Budget: From a Housing perspective, all the funds used by Marshall RHA and Marshall
NRHH came from the Student Leadership Checking account. Supplies used for marketing
of the event did not need to be purchased since everything used was from left-over
programs that took place in the years prior. Additionally, the move-out carts used as
collection bins did not need to be purchased since the Housing Department already had
them in storage.
Supplies Used: To facilitate the Green Move Out and Marshall Thrift Store, the following
supplies were used to help: butcher block paper (for large posters put up near donation
bins), paint and pain brushes (to decorate the butcher block paper), computer paper (for
the informational flyers posted near the donation bins), Marshall Move-in Carts (for the
collection of donations), and organizational items such as cabinets, cubbies, coat racks
with hangers, book-shelves, and baskets for organization within the Thrift Store.
Personnel: From the Housing perspective, roughly 18 students worked on this project. All
of these members were either members of Marshall RHA or Marshall NRHH. Each student
was put on a committee to help with the facilitation of Green Move Out and the Marshall
Thrift Store, as described previously in this bid.
Campus/Community Resources: The most impactful Campus resource that was used on
this project was the physical brick-and-mortar store that was given to this project to
ensure students had an on-campus thrift store to shop in. Without receiving this location
from the University, we would have never been able to have a Thrift Store and this entire
project would not be possible. The building was acquired for this project through the hard
work of Housing Professional Staff and Sustainability Department Professional Staff who
crafted a business plan for the University to consider when making the decision to grant
the space for the project. The space currently used as the Marshall Thrift Store is in a
university owned building that was previously being used to store University surplus
items; the building continues to hold University surplus items in areas not being used by
the Marshall Thrift Store.
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Evaluation:
Evaluation Tools
Our program will be
evaluated by if we can
continue this program in the
future. Most of the goals
and objectives surrounding
this program are focused on
making this more than a
one-year program, but a
sustainable program that
can become a seminal event
for Marshall Housing
Student Leadership groups.
If we can collect enough
items during Green Move
Out to fill the Marshall
Thrift Store, we will be
successful in satisfying
student needs.
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Evaluation: Successes

Living in a world dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic, the biggest
success was that this program was able to occur. Like so many other
campuses across the country, Marshall University instituted policies to
slow the spread of COVID-19 which changed how student organizations
on campus were able to operate. Traditional programs that Marshall
Residence Hall Assocation (RHA) and Marshall National Residence Hall
Honorary (NRHH) put on like our Dinning BINGO Event, our Hot Cookie
Hotline, and our service partnership with the Ronald McDonald House
had to be re-imagined or pushed back to the following year. The fact
that we were able to have this large-scale event for the first time in the
middle of a pandemic speaks volumes on the dedication of those
involved. There were many opportunities where we could have decided
to push this event back to the next semester, but we believed in the
program and worked hard to make sure it happened.
Secondly, the student profile of those involved made this event even
more impressive. Marshall RHA had to be rebuilt at the beginning of
the academic year and was made up almost entirely of first-year
students who had never been in a college student organization before.
As stated before, operating in a pandemic limited the programming
experience of these members beforehand meaning this was the first
program many of the students involved even participated in. Not only
do we consider the program a success, but the real-world skills gained
by the students involved with the program will have long term benefits
on their professional development.
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Evaluation: Challenges
Like any program, there were challenges that had to be overcome to have a
successful program. By far the biggest challenge of the program is when the
program takes place. Green Move Out takes place at the end of the year and during
Finals, meaning that for the students involved their ability to commit to the
program can be limited by their academics. Additionally, all the sorting of items,
transporting of items to the Thrift Store, and the preparation of the Thrift Store
takes place over the summer. This limits the potential student involvement over
the summer to those that live locally or can come back to campus and forces
University employees to do a lot of the work over the summer. With these
challenges in mind, most programs would simply move their date. However, with
this program relying so heavily on donations coming at the end of the year and
donation drives during the school year not typically receiving large amounts of
items, the date and timeframe cannot be changed.
The first thing we did to address these challenges was acknowledge it; we
understood that the students involved were being given a hard task. Then, we
made schedules for every member that were based around their classes, studying
time, and finals. Finally, we also tried to incorporate this program into other things
that were already planned during the summer. For example, during the NACURH
Conference, Marshall RHA hosted every Marshall Conference delegate on-campus to
give everyone an in-person conference experience. After the conference had
finished, Marshall RHA dedicated time to going to the Thrift Store to help organize
items and prepare the store for opening. Another example could be that Resident
Assistants similarly had service time built into their 2021-2022 Training period in
August to get more people involved with the set-up of the store. In the future, the
best course of action could be to bring in more on-campus student organizations
like the Student Government Association (SGA) that could incorporate volunteering
at the Thrift Store during their training as a service experience.
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Evaluation: Student Impact

The most important impact element of this program was
the amount of waste reduced. It was estimated by the
Sustainability Department that roughly 50% of the moveout waste in years past was able to be reduced and put
back into the Marshall Thrift Store. The Marshall
Sustainability Department has a department goal that by
2026 Marshall University is 90% waste-free. This initiative
greatly helps that goal and accomplishes the Sustainable
Education element of the program. Additionally, Marshall
University students now have access to affordable items
that can greatly benefit and contribute to their success as
students. The price of attending college is much more
than just what shows on the University bill; there are a
lot of hidden expenses that take place after the bill has
been paid. What the Marshall Thrift Store provides is an
option to reduce those hidden expenses significantly.
Finally, given the success of the program, Green Move
Out will occur every semester–accomplishing a goal–and
ensure that the Marshall Thrift Store is properly stocked
to support the student's needs.
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Conference Presentation
Regardless of the audience, this
bid would be presented at the
NACURH and ACUHO-I Annual
Conference similarly to how it
would be presented at the 2021
CAACURH Regional Leadership
Conference. Each element of
the bid will be discussed in
detail to the audience to convey
a clear message of the program.
However, if a conference
dictates a specific manner in
how a bid is to be presented–
possibly via PowerPoint or a
different presenting method–
the contents of the bid would
stay the same, but the delivery
method of the bid would
change. Depending on these
expectations, handouts,
pamphlets, and cards could be
created and given to the
audience.
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